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By ZORAN BASICH

Three-quarters of U.S. start-ups expect to raise capital next year, according to a new survey, but many of them will find doors closing on the
fund-raising trail as venture investors experience their own capital shortage.

The survey from the National Venture Capital Association and Dow Jones & Co., publisher of The Wall Street Journal, shows a disconnect in
expectations for 2012 between CEOs and venture investors. While 75% of CEOs surveyed expect to raise cash next year, 69% of venture
capitalists expect investments to stay the same or decline from last year, compared with just 48% who felt that way in last year's survey.

It's easy to see why investors think fewer dollars will flow to start-ups--73% of venture capitalists expect fund-raising among venture firms to
stay the same or decline, as limited partners such as pension funds and university endowments proceed cautiously in a still-struggling economy
and remain wary of the venture industry after more than a decade of generally lackluster returns. In the same survey last year, 62% of investors
forecasted stable or declining levels of fund-raising.

At the same time, the number of active U.S. venture firms continues to shrink since the dot-com boom in 2000 when there were 1,312 such
firms. Last year, a total of 844 venture firms or corporate venture groups made at least one investment, a 4.7% drop from 2009, according to
analysis by VentureSource, an industry tracker owned by Dow Jones.

The sixth annual survey, based on more than 500 responses collected between Nov. 30 and Dec. 9—about equally split between venture-capital
professionals and CEOs of venture-backed companies in the U.S.-—also outlines a growing optimism gap between technology companies and
those in the medical and clean-technology sectors.

A majority of venture capital investors expect an increase in investment dollars for consumer information technology and health-care IT
companies, and half see capital rising for business IT. But only 16% expect increases in clean technology, while just 9% and 7% project medical-
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device and biopharmaceutical companies, respectively, to raise more funding.

The survey also showed venture firms expect particular difficulties for companies seeking early-stage funding in the next year. While 2011 was
marked by the growing influence of angel investors who were drawn to the promise of early-stage bets turning into blockbuster companies like
Internet stars Facebook Inc. and Zynga Inc., venture firms doubt that the majority of those bets will pay off—62% of investors think angels will
fare worse than their venture capital brethren when it comes to returns on their investments.

Both groups were optimistic when it came to valuations: 63% of VCs think their portfolio companies will become more valuable, and 80% of
CEOs thought their companies would grow in value.

But the optimism didn't extend to the market for initial public offerings, at least not for most sectors, after a major summer slowdown and
erratic public-market performance that followed some seemingly successful debuts. Only 48% of investors expect IPO volume to increase in
2012, down from the 67% who thought so in last year's survey.
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